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THURSDAY 1 SEPTEMBER

9:00 – 9:40 Registration and coffee

9:40 – 10:10 Welcome and introduction speech
Anna Giza (RM), Iwona Kramerska (RM), Karin Sigler (ESA RN-31), Robert Fluks (ESA RN-31)

10:10 – 12:00 ANTISEMITISM AND ANTI-REFUGEE ARTICULATIONS AND VIOLENCES

Helpa Endrather: Defining antisemitism among refugees: a dangerous endeavour?
Michael Blumenstein: Controlling Violence and Welcoming Discourse in Everyday Communication
Ewelina Gaze: The juridification between antisemitism, jihadism, and Islamophobia
Iuliana Papar: European Migration Crisis, George Soros and the Use of Antisemitic Tropes in Hungary
Chair: Iwona Kramerska

12:00 – 12:30 Coffee break

12:30 – 14:00 CURRENT "REFUGEES CRISIS" SEMINAR SESSION

Zbigniew Tatarkiewicz: The Far Right responses to the Refugee Crisis in the Czech Republic
Michal Novák: From the Far Right to the Far Left: Responses to migrant/refugee crises in Slovakia
Grażyna Czajka: Culture, Economy, Diversity: the redefinition of German nationalism in the Metropolitan Crisis
Chair: Wolfgang Auchter

14:10 – 15:00 Lunch and coffee

15:00 – 16:40 MODERN ANTI-SEMITISM I SEMINAR SESSION

Philip Spencer: Antisemitism on the left and the legacy of Bataclan
Steven Strandbery: The Spanish Repression and Real Germany: exploring the use of two types of antisemitism
Elisabetta Ciardelli and Dr. Rigante: Expo Anti-Semitism, the BDS Movement and Academic Boycott: Analyzing strategies used by NGOs to create emotional images
Chair: Ewelina Gaze

16:40 – 17:10 Coffee break

17:10 – 18:40 MODERN ANTI-SEMITISM II SEMINAR SESSION

Felix Krause-Egger: Scientific and non-scientific practices of prejudice critique – a refleción aproach to prejudice research
David Wiznitzer: Antisemitism and Brexit: some common threads
Iwannek Kramerska: Social prejuvices on campus: National Spirit and Propaganda. The Case of Polish Students
Jan Rybak: “Your antisemitism is imported”. Discussions about ‘Muslim antisemitism’ and Islamophobia in Germany during the period of the 2014 Gaza war
Chair: Robert Fluks

18:30 Dinner

FRIDAY 2 SEPTEMBER

9:00 – 9:30 Coffee

9:30 – 11:00 ROUND TABLE JUNE SESSION
Proceeds of discussion on the book by Robert Fine and Philip Spencer: Antisemitism and the left on the return of the Jewish question (Manchester Metropolitan University Press, forthcoming September/ October 2016)
Panelists: Karin Sigler, David Hirsh, Robert Fluks, Philip Spencer
Chair: Ben Sidery

11:00 – 11:30 Coffee break

11:30 – 13:30 SOCIOLOGY CONFRONTS MIGRATION CASES SEMINAR SESSION

Wolfgang Auchter: Challenges of Social Cohesion in the context of the refugee crisis
Mark Schmidhuber, Markus Döllinger: Sociology as a source of innovative foundations for dealing with the refugee crisis
Maxim Gries: Immigration through the eyes of Sociological Security: A concept and its functioning between anti-immigration Reassertment
Chair: Karin Sigler

13:30 – 14:30 Lunch and coffee

14:30 – 16:30 SINTI AND ROMA: BETWEEN POLITICS AND PERCEPTIONS GENERAL SESSION

Maria José Casa-Nova: More than words: the rational strategy for the integration of Roma Communities and the deconstruction of xenophobia
Olga Renzi: They are not all Gypsies, you know! Perceptions of Sinti and Rums in Berlin Educational Settings
Maria José Casa-Nova: Sinti and Roma: iterative social construction of borders and the politics of integration in the UK
Chair: Philip Spencer

16:30 – 17:00 Coffee break

17:00 – 18:30 RN-31 ORGANIZATIONAL BOARD MEETING
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